VIDEO

UNIT 1 READER

Vocabulary 1a a classroom, a board, a clock, a pencil

WHAT’S IN MY CLASSROOM?

Read the riddles. Find the classroom objects!

Vocabulary 1b a crayon, a map, a table, a computer

Created by National Geographic Learning, the Our World readers are six
levels of original stories, folktales, myths, and non-fiction from around the
globe. Following the readings are fun facts and activities that bring the reading

Vocabulary 2 a desk, a chair, an eraser, a picture

experience together in a way that fascinates, educates, and informs.

Grammar 1 Yes/No questions with it’s

What’s in My Classroom?
Where Are the Animals?
We All Pull

Grammar 2 What and How many

The Three Bears

Classroom?
by Kim Young

LEVEL READERS

The Toys
My Body, Your Body
Little Red Hen is Cooking

A Folktale from Russia

Based on a Folktale

Too Many Animals

A Fairy Tale
A Folktale from Denmark

Song My School
National Geographic Learning, part of Cengage Learning, provides
customers with a portfolio of quality materials for PreK-12, academic,
and adult education. It provides instructional solutions for EFL/ESL,
reading and writing, science, social studies, and assessment, spanning
early childhood through adult in the U.S. and global markets.
Visit ngl.cengage.com

Story Time What’s in My Classroom?
Resource Video: Sc. 1–12

Zoom In
Before You Watch

Vocabulary

• Play the opening credits to the episode. Pause when
Anna and Freddy are introduced. Say This is Anna.
This is Freddy. Ask Where else can we see Freddy? (in
our book)

• Pause the video during the vocabulary reviews, just
before Freddy names an object. Have students name
each object. Press Play to hear Freddy’s answer.

• Next, play the introduction to the video. Say This
video is about classrooms. It’s also about things in
a classroom. Ask What do we do in the classroom?
What do we write with? What do we draw with?

• Play the first half of Scene 7: Grammar 2 without
pausing. Pause when Anna says Now it’s your turn.
Have students try to answer the questions before the
clock stops ticking. If students need additional time,
pause the video.

While You Watch

Song

• As they watch the video, have students look and
listen for target words that tell about things in
the classroom.

• Play My School once and have students listen. Play it
again, and have students sing along as Anna counts
from one to ten and names colors.

• Say Listen carefully. Listen to how Freddy and Anna
say the words.

After You Watch
• Play parts of the video with the sound off. Have
students talk about what’s happening on screen.

Grammar

Viewing
• Play a few seconds of Scene 10: Viewing without
audio. Have students tell what they think the segment
is about. Ask What do you see?

Vocabulary board, classroom, clock, pencil

What’s in My
Classroom?
A teacher and her students
give clues about objects in their
classroom. Readers guess each
object and then turn the page to
find the answer.

Based on a Folktale from Ukraine

The King’s New Clothes

Viewing classrooms and classroom objects

Text Type informational text

What’s in My

Grammar Yes/No questions with it’s; What and
How many

Reading Strategy Connect Text to Prior
Knowledge

Resources Video Sc. 11—Story Time

Before You Read
• Activate Prior Knowledge Hold up the reader. Point to the
title. Say The name of the book is What’s in My Classroom?
Help students think about what’s in their own classroom by
pointing to objects in the class and asking What is it?
• Introduce the Strategy Show Flashcards 20–34 one at a
time, giving students a chance to name each object. Say Good!
You know what’s in a classroom!
• Draw a two-column chart on the board. Label one column
Colors and shapes and the other column What is it? Say Look
and listen for colors and shapes in the book. Point to the first
column and say Write the colors and shapes. Point to the
second column and say Write what’s in the classroom.

While You Read
• Read the book aloud to students. Stop after every few pages
and ask questions to help students think about what they
already know. Help them use this information to figure out
each answer.
p. 3: What is a circle? Draw a circle.
p. 5: What is yellow? Point to something yellow in the
classroom.
p. 7: What is a rectangle? Draw a rectangle.
• As you read, stop at the shapes and colors students know
and write them in the Colors and shapes column of the chart.
Have students guess the object. When students see and say
the answer, say Good! Yes! It is a (board). After each object is
revealed, write the answer in the What is it? column.

After You Read
• Have students choose a different classroom object and write
their own clues about the object. Give each student a chance to
read his or her clues. Give the class time to guess the object.

Story Time Video
• View Scene 11: Story Time once with students. Pause
the video every time Anna asks What is it?
• View it again. Play all the way through without
pausing. After students have viewed What’s in
My Classroom twice, pause at still images and ask
questions such as What is it? What color is it?

BE THE EXPERT
Reading Strategy
Connect Text to Prior Knowledge Most
readings will include words and ideas with which
students are already familiar. This is called prior
knowledge. Before students read, help them think
of the things they know about the subject of the
reading. While they read, point out words and
ideas in the text that they are already familiar
with. Applying prior knowledge helps students
understand what they read.

Teaching Tip
Teach students basic literacy ideas, such as:
• Every book has a title and an author. Point out
the title and the author on the cover of the
reader.
• Books are read from top to bottom, and books
in English are read from left to right. Move your
finger along the words of the reader as you
read it so that students can see the left to right
and top to bottom direction of your reading.
• The pages of a book are numbered. Point out
the numbers at the bottom of each page of
the reader.

VIDEO

UNIT 2 READER

Vocabulary 1a a bird, a rock, a tree, a river

Text Type informational text

WHERE ARE THE ANIMALS?

Where is the frog? Is it on a leaf? A flower?
Come explore a mountain and its many animals.

Vocabulary 1b the sky, a mountain, the ocean, the sun,

Vocabulary a bird, a tree, a flower, a frog, a

Created by National Geographic Learning, the Our World readers are six

a butterfly

butterfly, a mountain

levels of original stories, folktales, myths, and non-fiction from around the
globe. Following the readings are fun facts and activities that bring the reading
experience together in a way that fascinates, educates, and informs.

Vocabulary 2 a flower, a bush, the moon, a cloud, a star

Grammar to be; Where and in or on

LEVEL 1 READERS

What’s in My Classroom?
Where Are the Animals?
We All Pull

Grammar 1 to be: is, are

A Folktale from Russia

The Three Bears
A Fairy Tale

Grammar 2 Where and in or on

The Toys
My Body, Your Body
Little Red Hen is Cooking
Based on a Folktale from Ukraine

A Folktale from Denmark

Song Nature

National Geographic Learning, part of Cengage Learning, provides
customers with a portfolio of quality materials for PreK-12, academic,
and adult education. It provides instructional solutions for EFL/ESL,
reading and writing, science, social studies, and assessment, spanning
early childhood through adult in the U.S. and global markets.
Visit ngl.cengage.com

Viewing objects and colors in nature

Reading Strategy Visualize

Based on a Folktale

Too Many Animals

The King’s New Clothes

Story Time Where Are the Animals?

Where Are the

Animals?

Where Are the Animals?
by Frankie Ramirez

Resources Video: Sc. 1–12; Graphic Organizer:

Before You Read

Before You Watch

• Activate Prior Knowledge Show the cover of the reader.
Point to the title and say The name of the book is Where Are
the Animals? Say A bird is an animal. A frog is an animal.
What other animals do you know?

Two-column chart

Zoom In
• Play Scene 1: Introduction. Say This video is about
nature. What do you see in nature? What animals do
you see? What colors do you see?

While You Watch
• As students watch the video, have them listen for
target words about nature.
• Provide a checklist. Write flower, bird, rock, and tree
in a list. Have students make a mark next to each
vocabulary word when they hear it in the video.

After You Watch
• Put students in pairs. Have pairs share their checklists
and tell the words they heard. If students missed a
word, play the video with the sound off.
• Replay the video with the sound off and have
students use their lists to tell about what is happening
in the video.

Vocabulary
• Have students raise their hands when they know a
vocabulary word before Anna or Freddy says it. You
can pause when students raise their hands and ask
What’s the word? Have students say the word.

Grammar
• Form pairs of students. Pause the video at appropriate
points to have pairs ask and answer these questions:
Where is the butterfly? (on a flower) Where is the
bird? (on the grass) Where is the tree? (on the
mountain) Where is the cloud? (in the sky)

Song
• Play Scene 9 twice. During the second viewing, have
students clap each time Anna says a word that names
something in nature. Pause to say Yes, that’s in
nature.

• Predict Ask students to guess where the animals in the book
are. Encourage and accept answers such as in nature, in the
sky, on trees, in mountains, on the grass, and so on.
• Introduce the Strategy Say When you read, picture the
story in your mind. Use the words to draw a picture. This helps
you understand the words. On the board, write A blue bird is in
a green tree. Say Draw a picture of the sentence. Give students
a few minutes to draw their picture. Say I ask a question. Use
the words and your picture to answer. Ask What color is the
bird? (blue) Point to the words blue bird in the text. Say The
words and the picture tell you the color of the bird. Repeat with
the question Where is the bird?
• Preteach Draw a leaf on the board. Say Leaf. The leaf is
green. Draw a tree next to it. Say The leaf is on the tree.

Viewing

While You Read

• Replay the segment with monarch butterflies. Ask
Where are the butterflies? (in the sky, on the trees, on
the flowers)

• Read the book aloud to students. Stop every few pages to ask
questions such as the following:
p. 4: Say Close your eyes. Ask Where are the birds?
p. 8: Ask Where is the butterfly? Say Describe the butterfly.
p. 11: Ask Where are the animals? Have students say where
the frogs, birds, and butterflies are. Have them use
words that describe colors, numbers, and places.

After You Read
• Form pairs. Have partners take turns asking and answering the
questions on pp. 3, 5, 7, and 9.

Story Time Video
• Play the Video. Have half of the class read the questions. Have
the other half read the first sentence and all the answers.
• After a second viewing of the video, help students make a twocolumn chart that shows the questions and the answers.
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Unit 2

Resources Video: Sc. 11—Story Time

Where is the frog? Is it on a
leaf? A flower? Come explore a
mountain and its many animals.

Questions

Answers

Where are the birds?

in the tree
in the sky

BE THE EXPERT
Reading Strategy
Visualize Encourage students to make pictures
in their heads as they read or listen to a reading.
Suggest they close their eyes and think about
what they have read or heard. Encourage them
to mentally draw what they “see” in their minds.
Visualizing helps clarify information and engage
students with the content. When students make
pictures in their minds, they feel connected to
the text.

Text Background
The book is set in a tropical rain forest. Animals
pictured include the red-eyed tree frog and scarlet
macaws. The heliconia on page 6 is a flower that
is related to bananas.

VIDEO
Vocabulary 1a a photo, my family, brother, sister, a baby

WE ALL PULL

A family wants the giant turnip in their garden. They
work together to pull it out of the ground. They pull
and pull and pull. Will that turnip ever come out?
Read and find out!

Vocabulary 1b mother, father, parents, grandfather,
grandmother

Created by National Geographic Learning, the Our World readers are six
levels of original stories, folktales, myths, and non-fiction from around the
globe. Following the readings are fun facts and activities that bring the reading

Vocabulary 2 tall, short, big, small, old, young

We All

Pull
A Folktale from Russia • Retold by John Porell

experience together in a way that fascinates, educates, and informs.

What’s in My Classroom?
Where Are the Animals?
We All Pull
A Folktale from Russia

Grammar 2 He / She and questions with who

The Three Bears
A Fairy Tale

The Toys
My Body, Your Body
Little Red Hen is Cooking
Based on a Folktale

Too Many Animals
Based on a Folktale from Ukraine

The King’s New Clothes
A Folktale from Denmark

Song Big or Small?

National Geographic Learning, part of Cengage Learning, provides
customers with a portfolio of quality materials for PreK-12, academic,
and adult education. It provides instructional solutions for EFL/ESL,
reading and writing, science, social studies, and assessment, spanning
early childhood through adult in the U.S. and global markets.
Visit ngl.cengage.com

Viewing families and family members
Resources Video: Sc. 1–12

Zoom In
• Play Scene 1: Introduction. Pause when Anna and
Freddy are introduced. Point to Anna and ask Who’s
she? (She’s Anna.) Point to Freddy and ask Who’s he?
(He’s Freddy.)
• Finish playing Scene 1. Then say This video is about
families. Ask How many people are in your family?
How many brothers do you have? How many sisters
do you have?

While You Watch
• As students watch the video, have them look
and listen for words that name or describe family
members.
• Say Listen to the words Anna and Freddy say. Then
you say them. Pause the video at each image and
have students repeat the target word.

After You Watch
• Write a vocabulary item on the board. Have students
draw and share pictures that show the word.

Vocabulary big, grandfather, grandmother, tall,

We All Pull

Vocabulary
• Pause the video after frames that show a family
member. Repeat the term with students. Then
ask Who’s (he)? Use students’ responses to make
a complete sentence such as He’s the (brother).
Have students repeat the sentence.

Grammar
• Play Scene 7: Grammar 2 and pause after Freddy asks
Who’s he? Have students try to answer the question.
Then play the video again, stopping after Freddy asks
a question about the next image. Continue with the
remaining questions Freddy and Anna ask.

Song
• Play Scene 9: Song. Then play Big or Small again.
Have half the class sing the questions that start with
How many, and the other half sing the questions that
start with Do.

Viewing
• Play Scene 10: Viewing. Pause the video to ask
questions about the animal babies. For example,
ask What color is the baby? How many babies
do you see? Is this baby tall or short?

• Activate prior knowledge Review Flashcards 52–61 with
students. Hold up one Flashcard at a time and have students
name the target word on it.
• Hold up the Reader. Point to the title and say The name of
the book is We All Pull. This story is about a family doing
something together. Have students identify the family members
in the picture on the cover. (brother, grandfather, grandmother,
father, mother, sister)
• Introduce the strategy Say We do things in order. Model
coloring a picture. Hold up a piece of paper. Say First, I get out
paper. Draw a small picture on the paper and say Next, I draw
a picture. Color the picture and say Then I color the picture.
• Say A story tells what happens in order. First, we read about
the first thing that happens. Then we read about the second
thing that happens. The story is over when we read about the
last thing that happens.

While You Read
• On the board, write the numbers 1–6 in a list. Next to number 1,
write Grandfather pulls. Say This is the fi rst thing that happens.
Let’s listen to the story to see what happens next.
• Read the book aloud. Stop after every few pages and ask
questions to help students think about what they already know.
Help them use this information to fi gure out each answer.
p. 4: Who is the second person who pulls? (the grandmother)
p. 5: Who pulls next? What word describes him? (the father;
strong)
p. 6: Who pulls after the father? What word tells about her?
(the mother; big)
p. 7: Who’s this? What does she do? (the sister; She pulls.)

After You Read
• Point to the numbered list on the board. Point to number
1 and say The grandfather pulls fi rst. Ask Who pulls next?
(grandmother) Next to number 2, write grandmother. Point to
the remaining numbers and have students identify the
remaining characters in the order in which they pulled.

Story Time Video
• View Scene 11: Story Time once with students.
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Unit 3

father, mother, sister, small, young, family

Grammar to have
Reading Strategy Identify Sequence of Events
Resources Video: Sc. 11—Story Time

Before You Read

Story Time We All Pull

Before You Watch

Text Type folktale

A family wants the giant
turnip in their garden. They
work together to pull it out of
the ground. They pull and pull
and pull. Will the turnip ever
come out?

LEVEL 1 READERS

Grammar 1 to have

UNIT 3 READER

• View We All Pull again. Pause and ask questions to check
students’ comprehension: ask Who’s the first person to pull?
(grandfather) Point to the grandmother and ask Is she tall or
short? (tall) Point to a character in the video and ask Who’s she?

BE THE EXPERT
Reading Strategy
Identify Sequence of Events Identifying the
sequence of events helps students be active
readers. Help students identify the sequence of
events while reading We All Pull. Stop reading
every few pages and ask questions about the
sequence of events in the story. Use words such
as first, next, last, before, and after in your
questions.

Text Background
We All Pull is based on a Russian folktale about
a farmer’s huge turnip and how it’s pulled from
the ground. Many versions of this story have been
told and published. In some versions, it takes the
farmer’s entire family and help from his farm
animals to finally pull the turnip from the ground.

VIDEO

UNIT 4 READER

Vocabulary 1a a bed, a lamp, a mirror, a sofa, a TV

Text Type fairy tale

THE THREE BEARS

Three bears leave their house and go for a walk.
What happens when a little girl comes into their
house and discovers their food, their chairs, and
their cozy beds? Read and find out!

Vocabulary 1b a kitchen, a bathroom, a living room,
a dining room, a bedroom

Created by National Geographic Learning, the Our World readers are six
levels of original stories, folktales, myths, and non-fiction from around the
globe. Following the readings are fun facts and activities that bring the reading

Vocabulary 2 cooking, eating, watching TV, sleeping

experience together in a way that fascinates, educates, and informs.

LEVEL 1 READERS

Grammar 1 Yes / No questions with Is there . . .?

What’s in My Classroom?
Where Are the Animals?
We All Pull

The Toys
My Body, Your Body
Little Red Hen is Cooking

A Folktale from Russia

Grammar 2 Present progressive: He / She is + verb-ing

Three
Bears
A Fairy Tale
Retold by Tom Davison

Based on a Folktale

The Three Bears

Too Many Animals

A Fairy Tale

Based on a Folktale from Ukraine

The King’s New Clothes
A Folktale from Denmark

Song My Home

National Geographic Learning, part of Cengage Learning, provides
customers with a portfolio of quality materials for PreK-12, academic,
and adult education. It provides instructional solutions for EFL/ESL,
reading and writing, science, social studies, and assessment, spanning
early childhood through adult in the U.S. and global markets.
Visit ngl.cengage.com

Viewing rooms and furniture in homes
Story Time The Three Bears

Zoom In
• Play Scene 1: Introduction. Say This video is about
rooms in a house. It’s also about what’s in the rooms.

While You Watch
• As students watch the video, have them look and
listen for rooms in a house. Say Look and listen for
rooms in a house. Can you name one? (a living room)
Ask students to listen for objects in the rooms. Say
What’s in a living room? (a sofa)
• Pause the video as necessary to allow students time
to say the words. Have them use the images to give
short explanations for each word or use the words in
complete sentences.

After You Watch
• Play parts of the video with the sound off. Have
students explain what’s happening on screen. Then
have students role-play Anna’s and Freddy’s parts,
using the target words.

Vocabulary kitchen, eating, living room,

The Three Bears
Three bears leave their house
and go for a walk. What happens
when a little girl comes into their
house and discovers their food,
their chairs, and their cozy beds?

Vocabulary
• Pause the video before Freddy names a room, an
object, or an action. Ask students to name the target
word. Then start the video again and have students
check their answers.

• Activate prior knowledge Hold up the Reader and point
to the title. Say The name of the book is The Three Bears. It’s
about a girl who walks into a house. The house is the three
bears’ house!

Grammar 1

• Introduce the strategy Say Sometimes a story doesn’t tell
why something happens. We have to figure it out. First, we
read what happens. Next, we think about what we know. Then
we put it together. We understand why it happens.

• Play Scene 6: Grammar 1 without pausing. Then play
it again, and pause after each question Anna asks.
Have students answer with a complete sentence.
Continue with the remaining questions.

• Model using the strategy to make an inference. Point to p. 2 of
the Reader and read the sentence aloud. Point to the picture
and ask Who’s looking in the window? (a little girl) Why is she
looking in the window?

Song

• Think Aloud Read the sentence aloud again and say The
story doesn’t tell. I have to figure it out. The story tells that
the bears are leaving. I know that people look in windows to
see what’s inside. I think the girl wants to go inside the house.
Let’s read to find out!

• View Scene 9: Song once with the audio off. Have
students read the lyrics together. Play My Home
again, this time with the audio. Have students listen
as they read.

Viewing
• Play a few seconds of Scene 10: Viewing without the
audio. Have students tell what they think the segment
is about. Ask What do you see?

While You Read
• Read the book aloud. Stop every few pages and ask questions
to help students think about what they already know.
p. 4: What is Goldilocks doing? (eating) Where does
Goldilocks eat Baby Bear’s food? (in the kitchen)
p. 6: What is Goldilocks doing now? (sleeping)
p. 9: Where does Baby Bear find Goldilocks? (in his bed)
• As you read, stop and ask questions to help students make
inferences about the story. For example, ask Why is Goldilocks
eating Baby Bear’s food? Why is she in bed?

After You Read
• Show students clues on pp. 4–6 that help them make
inferences. Ask questions about each page. Have students
answer in complete sentences. For example, point to the chair
on p. 5 and then point to Goldilocks. Say Is Goldilocks too big
for the chair? Yes, she is. She’s breaking the chair because she’s
too big for Baby Bear’s chair.

Story Time Video
• View Scene 11: Story Time with students.
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Unit 4

bedroom, sleeping, bed

Grammar Yes / No questions with Is there . . .?;
Present progressive: He / She is + verb-ing

Resource Video: Sc. 11—Story Time

Before You Read

Resource Video: Sc. 1–12

Before You Watch

Reading Strategy Make Inferences

The

• View The Three Bears again. Play all the way through without
pausing. After students have viewed The Three Bears twice,
play it again, pausing the video at each new scene. Ask
questions about the room and objects in the room.

BE THE EXPERT
Reading Strategy
Make Inferences Readers often have to make
inferences, or guesses, about a character and his
or her actions. The reader has to “read between
the lines.” A writer doesn’t always say why
something happens or why a character acts a
certain way, but through pictures or other words,
the reader makes an inference. Help students
make inferences about characters by reminding
them to ask questions such as Why is he doing
that? Why is he saying that?

Text Background
The Three Bears is a fairy tale first written by
British author Robert Southey in the late 19th
century. Fairy tales are a type of folktale that
often contain magical beings, including talking
animals. The oldest fairy tales were originally
spoken aloud. Fairy tales often show how to
deal with problems in life.

VIDEO

UNIT 5 READER

The

Vocabulary 1a a jacket, pants, a skirt, a shirt, socks

Text Type folktale

THE KING’S NEW CLOTHES

A tailor makes “magic” clothes for a king. But no one
can see these “magic” clothes! Will the tailor trick the
silly king? Read and find out!

Vocabulary 1b a dress, shoes, a T-shirt, a hat, gloves

Vocabulary a hat, a jacket, shoes, socks, a T-shirt

Created by National Geographic Learning, the Our World readers are six

Vocabulary 2 pink, purple, brown, a closet, a shelf

levels of original stories, folktales, myths, and non-fiction from around the
globe. Following the readings are fun facts and activities that bring the reading
experience together in a way that fascinates, educates, and informs.

Grammar 1 Present progressive: am / are / is + verb-ing

A Folktale from Denmark
Retold by Anna Olivia

What’s in My Classroom?
Where Are the Animals?
We All Pull

The Toys
My Body, Your Body
Little Red Hen is Cooking

A Folktale from Russia

The Three Bears

The King’s New Clothes

Based on a Folktale

Too Many Animals

A Fairy Tale

Based on a Folktale from Ukraine

A tailor makes “magic” clothes
for a king. But no one can see
these “magic” clothes! Will the
tailor trick the silly king?

The King’s New Clothes

Song My Clothes

A Folktale from Denmark

National Geographic Learning, part of Cengage Learning, provides
customers with a portfolio of quality materials for PreK-12, academic,
and adult education. It provides instructional solutions for EFL/ESL,
reading and writing, science, social studies, and assessment, spanning
early childhood through adult in the U.S. and global markets.
Visit ngl.cengage.com

Viewing clothes and colors
Story Time The King’s New Clothes
Resources Flashcards 2, 7, 94, 96; Video: Sc. 1–12; Graphic
Organizers: Two-column chart, Word web

Zoom In

• Play the Introduction. When Anna speaks, ask Who’s
that? (Anna) What is Anna wearing? (a hat and
gloves)

While You Watch
• Draw a two-column chart on the board with the
headings Clothes and Colors. As students watch the
video, have them list words that name clothes and
words that name colors. Model by writing jacket
under Clothes and brown under Colors.
• Pause the video as necessary to allow students to
record the words.

After You Watch
• Put students in pairs and have them compare their
charts.
• Ask students to share what they learned by playing the
roles of Anna and Freddy. The student playing Anna
says the sentence stems Those are
and That
is
. The student playing Freddy completes
the sentences. Then the students switch roles.

verb-ing; Questions with that and those

LEVEL 1 READERS

Grammar 2 Questions with that and those

Before You Watch

Grammar Present progressive: am / are / is +

New Clothes

Vocabulary
• Play Scenes 2–4. Stop the video from time to time to
have students say the vocabulary words before Freddy
does, or to name things before Anna does.

Grammar
• Play Scene 7. Pause occasionally to identify clothing
items with that or those. Say One jacket. Do you say
that jacket or those jacket? (that jacket)

Song
• Play Scene 9 to review vocabulary. Give groups
Flashcards for purple, orange, brown, and pink. Have
students hold up the appropriate card when they
hear a color in the song. For more practice, divide the
class in half, and have one half sing questions and the
other half sing answers.

Viewing
• Replay the scene, pausing during the segment of
children playing in the snow. Lead students to draw
conclusions about where people live from the clothes
they wear. Make statements, such as The sun is
shining. This is a warm place.
• Work with students to create two word webs with
the names of clothes. In the center of the first web,
draw the sun. In the center of the second web, draw
a snowflake or snowman.

BE THE EXPERT

• Build background Hold up the cover of the book and say
The title of the story is The King’s New Clothes. Turn to p. 2
and point to the king. Explain This is the king. He is wearing a
crown. Point to the crown and pantomime placing a crown on
your head.

Text Background

• Introduce the strategy Have students open their readers
to p. 2. Call on a student to read what the king says. Ask What
does the king love? (clothes) Point to the clothes in the picture
and ask What are those? (Those are clothes.) Have students
follow along as you read the dialogue on p. 3. Say I wonder if
the king is really smart. Does he know (point to your head) lots
of things? Let’s read to find out.

While You Read
• Read the book aloud. Stop every few pages to sum up the story
and ask questions that require students to draw conclusions.
p. 5: Ask What’s the king wearing? (a white T-shirt) Point to
the picture of the jacket above the king’s head on p. 4. Ask
What does the king think he’s wearing? (a magic jacket)
What do some people say? (That jacket is beautiful.) Is that
true? (no)
p. 7: Ask Is the king wearing a new hat? (no) Point to the boy
speaking on p. 7 and ask What does the boy say? (That
hat is beautiful.) Look at his eye. He is winking (wink at
students) at the other people. That’s a clue. Does the boy
see a hat? (no)
p. 7: Point to the girl and ask What does the girl say?
(What hat?) Why is she laughing? Act out laughing.
(The king is not wearing a hat.)

• Form groups of four. Have each group count off. Say Student 1,
you are the king. Say Student 2, you are the girl. Say Students 3
and 4, you are the other people in the story. Have each group
role-play one of these scenes.

Story Time Video

Unit 5

Resources Video: Sc. 11—Story Time

Before You Read

After You Read
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Reading Strategy Draw Conclusions

• At the end of The King’s New Clothes, point to the girl
in the blue dress and ask What does she tell the king?
Explain that folktales often teach a lesson about the
right way to act. Ask What does the story teach us?
(Tell the truth.)

Versions of this folktale, about an emperor who is
tricked by his tailor into believing that his clothes
are beautiful and magical, have been told in
many countries for many years. The version here
is adapted from the story made famous by Danish
author Hans Christian Andersen. His story has
been translated into more than 100 languages
and is loved throughout the world.

Reading Strategy
Draw Conclusions Good readers combine what
they know with words and pictures to figure
out things the text doesn’t directly state. Help
students apply the strategy by presenting it like
a math problem, such as A + B = ? Write details
for A and B. The question mark (?) represents the
conclusion. Encourage students to “add up” the
details to draw a conclusion.

VIDEO

UNIT 6 READER

Vocabulary 1a a ball, a car, a game, a truck, a top

Text Type fantasy

THE TOYS

When a little girl leaves her room, what happens to
her toys? Does her puppet stay on the shelf? Does
her doll sit quietly on her bed? Or does something
more interesting happen? Read and find out!

Vocabulary 1b a drum, a puppet, a train, a bike, a kite
Vocabulary 2 a board game, a puzzle, a doll, a teddy bear,

Created by National Geographic Learning, the Our World readers are six

Reading Strategy Summarize
by Jill Korey O’Sullivan

levels of original stories, folktales, myths, and non-fiction from around the
globe. Following the readings are fun facts and activities that bring the reading

a robot

experience together in a way that fascinates, educates, and informs.

When a little girl leaves her room,
what happens to her toys? Does
her puppet stay on the shelf?
Does her doll sit quietly on her
bed? Or does something more
interesting happen?

LEVEL 1 READERS

Grammar 1 Simple present of want: I / you / he, she

What’s in My Classroom?
Where Are the Animals?
We All Pull

The Toys
My Body, Your Body
Little Red Hen is Cooking

A Folktale from Russia

Grammar 2 Questions with this and these

The Three Bears

Based on a Folktale

Too Many Animals

A Fairy Tale

Based on a Folktale from Ukraine

The King’s New Clothes
A Folktale from Denmark

Song Let’s Play!

National Geographic Learning, part of Cengage Learning, provides
customers with a portfolio of quality materials for PreK-12, academic,
and adult education. It provides instructional solutions for EFL/ESL,
reading and writing, science, social studies, and assessment, spanning
early childhood through adult in the U.S. and global markets.
Visit ngl.cengage.com

Viewing playing with toys
Story Time The Toys

Before You Read

Resources Graphic Organizer: Word web; Video: Sc. 1–12

Zoom In
Before You Watch
• Play Scene 1: Introduction. Say This is a video about
toys. Let’s say all the words we know about toys. Write
all suggestions from students on the board.

While You Watch
• Hand out blank word webs and have students write
Toys in the center circle. As they watch the video, have
them use the web to write the names of toys they
hear or see.

Vocabulary
• Pause after each word in Scenes 2–4. Have students
say the target word for each image and use the word
in a sentence.

Grammar
• While viewing Scene 7: Grammar 2, pause at various
frames and ask Is this a (ball)? Are these (robots)?
Have students respond with No, it isn’t. It’s a
. or No, they aren’t. They’re
.

Song

• Pause the video as necessary to allow students to fill
in their webs.

• Use Scene 9 to review words that name toys and the
phrases Do you want and Yes, I do. Have students
form groups. Assign a verse to each group. Play Let’s
Play! again. Have each group sing its assigned verse.

After You Watch

Viewing

• Form pairs. Have partners read their webs to each
other and check for any missing words. Then play
parts of the video again with the sound off. Have
students use their webs to tell what is happening in
the video.

The Toys

• Play the video without audio and freeze on several
frames. Ask What toys are children playing with? Have
students describe what else is happening in the video.
(two girls are on bikes, boys are playing drums)

• Introduce the strategy Say This story is about a doll. There
are other toys, too. The story tells about where the other toys
go. Say We’re going to read the story. Then we’re going to say
what happened in the story.
• Predict Say A girl leaves her house. Her toys stay home. They
do something amazing! What do you think they do? Prompt as
needed, asking Do the toys stay on the shelf? Do they go to the
closet? Do they play? Record some predictions. Then ask What
do you think happens when the girl comes home? Record more
predictions. Then say Let’s read to find out.

While You Read
• Read the book aloud to students. Stop every few pages to ask
questions that require students to summarize.
pp. 2–3: Why do the toys say “Oh no?” (They’re out in the
room, and the girl is home.)
pp. 4–7: What do the toys do? (They hide.)
pp. 10–11: What does the girl see? (a clean room)

After You Read
• Draw a two-column chart with the headings Toy and Where
the Toy Goes. Have students list each toy in the fi rst column
(car, robots, teddy bear, and so on) and list where the toys go
in the second column (under the table, in the boxes, onto the
dresser, and so on).

Story Time Video
• View Scene 11. Pause the video and ask sequence questions
such as What happens first? (The girl comes home.) Pause
again and ask Who helps Doll put away the toys? (Puppet)
Ask Where is Doll at the end?(sleeping on the floor)

Unit 6

a robot, a teddy bear

Grammar Simple present of want: I / you / he,
she; Questions with this and these

Academic Language main idea, summarize
Resources Video Sc. 11—Story Time; Graphic
Organizer: Two-column cart

• Build background Say What is a fantasy? It’s a story that
isn’t true. Some fantasies even have toys that talk!

• Have students sum up the story. Ask What does Doll do in this
story? (Doll cleans up the room. Doll makes the room neat.
Doll puts away the toys.)
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Vocabulary a ball, a car, a doll, a puppet,

• On a second viewing, emphasize visual details in The Toys.
Pause after the first frame and ask Where is the girl? Students
can point to the picture of the girl’s legs in the window. Focus
on details by pausing after the third frame. Ask How are
Puppet and Doll alike?(They both act like people. They stand
up. They point. They tell toys where to go.) After the last
frame, call attention to one more detail by asking What’s
Puppet doing? (He’s on the shelf saying “shhh!”)

BE THE EXPERT
Reading Strategy
Summarize Summarizing means retelling the
most important parts of a story. Summarizing
helps students understand and remember what
they read. To summarize fiction, have students tell
what happens at the beginning, middle, and end
of a story. Students should use their own words to
retell the story.

Text Background
Fantasies are stories that are distinguished by
personified (or “talking”) toys, animals, or objects.
Many fantasies have perfectly realistic settings,
although fantastic things happen in them.
Although themes, points of view, and styles can
all vary in fantasies, these stories often have a
humorous tone or include humorous events.

VIDEO
Vocabulary 1a an arm, a hand, a leg, feet

MY BODY, YOUR BODY

Read as children and animals compare parts of
their bodies. Are the girl’s eyes like the frog’s?
Is the boy’s mouth like the hippo’s? Is the girl’s
hair like the llama’s? Read and find out!

Vocabulary 1b a head, an eye, a nose, a mouth, an ear
Vocabulary 2 jump, walk, run

Created by National Geographic Learning, the Our World readers are six
levels of original stories, folktales, myths, and non-fiction from around the
globe. Following the readings are fun facts and activities that bring the reading
experience together in a way that fascinates, educates, and informs.

Grammar 1 Possessive adjectives

My
Body,
Your
Body
by Cynthia Makishi

Grammar 2 Ability with can

The Toys
My Body, Your Body
Little Red Hen is Cooking

A Folktale from Russia

The Three Bears

Song My Body

Based on a Folktale

Too Many Animals

A Fairy Tale

Based on a Folktale from Ukraine

The King’s New Clothes
A Folktale from Denmark
National Geographic Learning, part of Cengage Learning, provides
customers with a portfolio of quality materials for PreK-12, academic,
and adult education. It provides instructional solutions for EFL/ESL,
reading and writing, science, social studies, and assessment, spanning
early childhood through adult in the U.S. and global markets.
Visit ngl.cengage.com

Viewing parts of the body; actions and words that

Text Type nonfiction text
Reading Strategy Compare and Contrast

My Body, Your Body
Read as children and animals
compare parts of their bodies.
Are the girl’s eyes like the frog’s?
Is the boy’s mouth like the
hippo’s? Is the girl’s hair like the
llama’s?

LEVEL 1 READERS

What’s in My Classroom?
Where Are the Animals?
We All Pull

UNIT 7 READER

describe the body

Vocabulary an eye, a mouth, hair, long hair,
an ear, a nose

Academic Language both, different, same
Grammar Possessive adjectives; Ability with can
Resources Video Sc: 11—Story Time;

Graphic Organizer: Venn diagram

Story Time My Body, Your Body
Resources Video Sc. 1–12; World Map

Before You Read
Vocabulary

• Predict Hold up the Reader. Say Look at the title. Let’s read it
together. My Body, Your Body. What do you think this is about?
Let’s read to find out!

• Play Scene 1: Introduction. Say This video is about
the body. Draw a teddy bear on the board and have
students tell you what to add. Label the parts of its
body, including its eyes, nose, mouth, ears, arms,
hands, legs, and feet.

• Point to each word and ask the class to say it as it
appears. Pause the video as Freddy the frog practices
each vocabulary word for a body part. Play the video
again to hear what Freddy says.

• Introduce the strategy Say We can tell how things are
the same. Point to your hair and say I have hair. Point to a
student’s hair and say (Abdul) has hair. We both have hair.

Grammar

While You Watch

• As students watch the boy and girl doing different
tasks, ask relevant questions, such as Can he walk?
Can she run? Ask as many questions as possible.
Cover up the sentences on the screen, if possible.

• Say We can also tell how things are different. I have (brown)
hair. (Abdul) has (black) hair. Our hair is different.

Before You Watch

• Have students look and listen for target words that
name parts of the body and actions. Say Write each
word you see and hear on a sheet of paper.

After You Watch
• Put students in pairs and have them compare their
lists. Then play “Who Heard?” Chant Who heard
(clap, clap) this word (clap, clap): Jump. Model the
answer: I heard (clap, clap) this word (clap, clap):
Jump. Repeat the activity for each target word that
students listed.

Zoom In

Song
• Use the song to review words that name parts of the
body. As you play the song, have students point to
each body part on themselves or in a picture. Then
replay the song. Have students copy each action that
Anna and Freddy perform.

Viewing
• Stop after each animal to ask questions such as Are
its ears small? (elephant) Are its legs long? (giraffe)
Is its mouth big? (lion) What can it do? (kangaroo,
cheetah) Have students answer in complete sentences.

• Draw a Venn diagram on the board with the labels What the
child says and What the animal says. Say Look and listen to
what the children and animals say. Point to the first circle and
say Write what the child says. Point to the second circle and say
Write what the animal says.

While You Read
• Read the book aloud to students. Stop every few pages to ask
questions and help students fill in the Venn diagram.
p. 4: What color are the girl’s eyes? (brown)
p. 5: What does the frog say? (My eyes are red.)
• Add this information to the diagram. Continue with other
pages in the book.

After You Read
• Put students in pairs and have them compare their Venn
diagrams and discuss any differences. Then complete the
overlap part of the Venn diagram as a class. Ask What do the
children and animals both have? Have students help you add
things that are the same, such as two eyes, one head, and
one body.

Story Time Video
• View Scene 11: Story Time. Pause each time Anna says
something about a body part, such as “My eyes are
brown. Are your eyes brown, too?” Have students
answer the question.
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Unit 7

• View My Body, Your Body a second time, without
pausing. After students have viewed the video twice,
play it again and pause at still images. Ask questions
such as Are her eyes brown? Is his mouth big?

BE THE EXPERT
Reading Strategy
Compare and Contrast Students compare things
to tell how they are alike; they contrast things to
tell how they are different. Words such as both,
alike, and same signal similarities. Words such as
but, however, and unlike signal differences.
Help students grasp the concepts of alike and
different by holding up two familiar classroom
objects, such as a magazine and a book, and
discussing ways they are similar and different.

Text Background
My Body, Your Body is a nonfiction text. The
purpose of a nonfiction text is to inform readers
about a topic. Information in a nonfiction text
may be organized into different sections with
different headings. Nonfiction texts often include
text features such as photos, drawings, tables,
charts, diagrams, and other visual aids that help
readers better understand the subject matter.

VIDEO

UNIT 8 READER

Vocabulary 1a an apple, an orange, a banana, a sandwich,

LITTLE RED HEN IS COOKING

Little Red Hen is making some delicious food. Cat is
watching. But he is not helping. Will Little Red Hen
share her food with him anyway? Read and find out!

soup, a cookie

Vocabulary 1b chicken, an egg, fish, cheese pizza, a salad

Created by National Geographic Learning, the Our World readers are six
levels of original stories, folktales, myths, and non-fiction from around the
globe. Following the readings are fun facts and activities that bring the reading
experience together in a way that fascinates, educates, and informs.

Vocabulary 2 milk, orange juice, tea, water, lemonade
Grammar 1 like with count and noncount nouns

The Toys
My Body, Your Body
Little Red Hen is Cooking

A Folktale from Russia

The Three Bears

Grammar 2 Indefinite articles: a, an

Based on a Folktale

Too Many Animals

A Fairy Tale

Based on a Folktale from Ukraine

A Folktale from Denmark

National Geographic Learning, part of Cengage Learning, provides
customers with a portfolio of quality materials for PreK-12, academic,
and adult education. It provides instructional solutions for EFL/ESL,
reading and writing, science, social studies, and assessment, spanning
early childhood through adult in the U.S. and global markets.
Visit ngl.cengage.com

Viewing foods and drinks
Story Time Little Red Hen Is Cooking

Zoom In
Vocabulary

• Play Scene 1. Pause the video after Anna pulls out the
apple but before Freddy identifies it. Ask What does
Anna have? (an apple) Then press Play so students
can hear the answer. Sum up by saying Apples and
oranges are good foods!

• Have students raise their hands when they know a
word before Freddy says it. Pause the video when
students raise their hands and ask What’s the word?
Have a student say the word and others repeat. Then
continue playing the video and see if students were
right.

While You Watch

Grammar

• Have students write all of the vocabulary words in a
list. Say Look and listen. Put a check next to the words
Freddy says.

• Replay Scene 7, which begins with a dancing apple.
Ask What’s dancing? (an apple) Repeat with the
running orange, skating banana, falling egg, turning
cookie, and dropping sandwich. Be sure students
include the word a or an in each identification.

After You Watch
• Group students and have them compare checklists.
Ask What words did you check? Students should have
checked every word except for rice and cheese; these
two words are not in the video.

orange, orange juice, banana

Little Red Hen Is
Cooking

Song
• Use Scene 9 to review words for foods and drinks.
Form groups and challenge them to write a new verse
with a different food or drink. Model the first line of
the verse. Have groups read or sing their new verses.

Viewing
• Form pairs. Replay Scene 10, which shows animals
eating and drinking. For all but the giraffe, have
students ask and answer questions similar to the ones
that Anna asks about the giraffe. Model an example
for the monkey. Say Is he eating pizza? Your partner
answers, “No, he isn’t. He isn’t eating pizza.”

• Activate prior knowledge Act out cooking food. Pretend
to put on an apron, take food out from cabinets, wash
it, chop it, put it into a pot, and stir it on the stove. Ask Is
cooking hard work? Allow time for responses, and then say
Yes, it is hard work.
• Introduce the strategy Have students turn to the first page
of the Reader. Work with them to complete an I Read/I See/I
Know chart like the one below:
I Read/I See
(I read/I see) Hen is cooking soup.
(I see) vegetables and things to make
soup.

I Know
Hen has to use a lot
of vegetables.

(I read) Cat is not cooking. Cat is
asking about the soup.

• Say When you read, think about what you already know. Ask
Does someone you know make soup or other food for you? Is it
a lot of work?

While You Read
• Read the book aloud to students. Stop every few pages to
ask questions that require students to connect to personal
experience.
p. 3: Ask Does Cat like soup? Do you like soup? Who
makes soup for you?
p. 6: Ask Does Cat like cookies? Do you like cookies?
p. 7: Ask Does Cat help Hen? Do you help people? Tell me now.

After You Read
• Ask What was the story about? Do you know someone like
Hen? Do you know someone like Cat? Tell me about them.
• Say Let’s tell a new story. Open the book again. Read the first
spread. Turn to p. 4 and say Here is where the new story begins.
Cat says “Yes, I can help you!” What happens next? Guide
students to predict that Cat will also help on p. 7 and that Hen
and Cat will share the food at the end of the story.

Story Time Video
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Unit 8

Grammar like with count and noncount nouns;
Indefinite articles: a, an

Reading Strategy Connect Text to Personal
Experience

Resources Video Sc: 11—Story Time

Before You Read

Resources Video Sc. 1–12; World Map

• Pause the video as necessary to allow students to
check off each item on their lists.

Vocabulary soup, cookie, egg, chicken, milk,

Little Red Hen is making delicious
food. Cat is watching, but he isn’t
helping. Will Little Red Hen share
her food with Cat anyway?

The King’s New Clothes

Song Yes, Please!

Before You Watch

Based on a Folktale
by Rob Arego

LEVEL 1 READERS

What’s in My Classroom?
Where Are the Animals?
We All Pull

Text Type folktale

Little Red Hen
Is Cooking

• View Scene 11. Ask What is Little Red Hen Is Cooking about?
Ask questions to help students connect the story to their
personal experiences. For example: When has someone helped
you? How did it make you feel?

BE THE EXPERT
Reading Strategy
Connect Text to Personal Experience Strong
personal connections enhance understanding.
You can help students connect to personal
experience by asking them to think of how
characters remind them of people they know.
Ask students how actions remind them of things
they’ve done or seen in real life. Even if students
haven’t done or seen what they read about, you
can help them make personal connections by
asking how they might feel or act in a similar
situation.

Text Background
Although this story is based on a folktale, it’s not
a typical folktale because it teaches a very clear
lesson, something folktales don’t usually do. This
type of folktale is often brief, and even though it
has characters, they are not developed. Instead,
the stories teach a lesson in a straightforward,
to-the-point way.

VIDEO

UNIT 9 READER

Vocabulary 1a a cat, a dog, a rabbit, a turtle, a frog

Text Type folktale

TOO MANY ANIMALS

When it starts to rain, a butterfly flies into a shed.
One by one, more animals join the butterfly. How
many animals go into the shed? And will they all fit?
Read and find out!

Vocabulary 1b a chicken, a cow, a horse, a duck,
a goat

Vocabulary fly, frog, duck, swim, goat,
climb, horse, cow

Created by National Geographic Learning, the Our World readers are six
levels of original stories, folktales, myths, and non-fiction from around the

Too Many Animals

globe. Following the readings are fun facts and activities that bring the reading
experience together in a way that fascinates, educates, and informs.

Vocabulary 2 fly, swim, climb, crawl, see

LEVEL 1 READERS

What’s in My Classroom?
Where Are the Animals?
We All Pull

Grammar 1 Present progressive: they are + verb-ing

A Folktale from Russia

The Three Bears

Grammar 2 want + infinitive

A Fairy Tale

The Toys
My Body, Your Body
Little Red Hen is Cooking
Based on a Folktale

Too Many Animals
Based on a Folktale from Ukraine

The King’s New Clothes
A Folktale from Denmark
National Geographic Learning, part of Cengage Learning, provides
customers with a portfolio of quality materials for PreK-12, academic,
and adult education. It provides instructional solutions for EFL/ESL,
reading and writing, science, social studies, and assessment, spanning
early childhood through adult in the U.S. and global markets.
Visit ngl.cengage.com

Song Animals
Viewing animals and their actions

Before You Read

Story Time Too Many Animals
Resources Video Sc. 1–12; World Map

Zoom In
Before You Watch
• Say We’re going to see a video about animals and
how they move.

While You Watch
• Write climbing, flying, crawling, and swimming on
the board. Pause the video as necessary and have
students write sentences using these words, such as
The birds are flying.

After You Watch
• Have students share their sentences. Play the video
again, pausing to show animals climbing, flying,
crawling, or swimming. Have students read their
sentences to describe the action on screen.

Based on a Folktale from Ukraine
by Sofia Feldman

When it starts to rain, a butterfly
flies into a shed. One by one,
more animals join the butterfly.
How many animals go into the
shed? And will they all fi t?

Vocabulary
• Pause the video after each animal. Make some of the
animal sounds. For example, say I say, “Meow!” What
am I? (a cat) I say, “Quack.” What am I? (a duck)

Grammar
• During Scene 6: Grammar 1, pause and ask What are
the ducks doing? Have students write three things
the ducks are doing. (They’re flying. They’re climbing.
They’re swimming.)

Song
• Play Scene 9: Song: Animals. Form groups. Say Put
some new animals in the song. Model The song says
that the dog is running. A horse can run, too. I want
to change the song. I sing “I see one horse. Is it
running? Yes, it’s running. It’s running in the sun.”
Have groups make their changes. Encourage students
to sing their new verses aloud, mimicking the actions
from the video.

Viewing
• Before students watch Scene 10, write animal names
and actions in two columns. Column 1 includes dogs,
cows, frogs, goats, ducks, and cats. Column 2 includes
(in scrambled order) flying, drinking, sleeping,
running, and climbing. Have students match each
animal with its action and then form sentences, such
as The (cows) are
or They are
.

• Predict Say In this story, it’s raining. Where can the animals
go? (in the shed)
• Introduce the strategy Model a cause-and-effect
relationship. Draw a person standing next to a house. Then
draw a rain cloud and rain drops. Say It’s raining. He doesn’t
like to be in the rain. Draw an arrow to show the person going
into the house. Say He goes in his house when it’s raining. Say
An effect is something that happens. A cause makes something
happen. The rain makes him go in the house. The rain is the
cause. He goes in the house. That’s the effect.
• Give students a T-chart organizer and label the columns Cause
and Effect. Say Let’s read a story called Too Many Animals.
We can talk about causes and effects.

While You Read
• Read the book aloud. Stop every few pages to ask questions,
have students identify cause-and-effect patterns, and write
answers in the chart.
p. 3: It’s raining. What does the rain make the animals do?
(go into the shed)
p. 6: Two goats climb in. How many animals are in the shed?
(eight animals)
p. 11: A cow walks in the shed. Are there too many animals
now? (yes)

After You Read
• Check comprehension by asking questions. Ask Why do the
animals go into the shed? (It’s raining.) What two animals go
into the shed first? (the butterfly and the frog) Say The butterfly
and frog fit in the shed. That does not cause a problem. Other
animals go in. What happens? (There are too many animals.)
Ask What happens when the cow goes in? (The shed breaks.)
Hold up a small stick and break it to demonstrate break.

• View Scene 11: Story Time. Ask What animals are very small?
(the butterfl y, the frog) What animals are very big? (the goats,
the horse, the cow)

Unit 9

verb-ing; want + infinitive

Reading Strategy Identify Cause and Effect
Resources Video Sc: 11—Story Time;
Graphic Organizer: T-chart

Material a small stick

• Have students identify the vocabulary in the story. Write shed
on the board. Write and say Shed. A shed is a small house for
things or animals.

Story Time Video
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Grammar Present progressive: they are +

• View the video again. Ask Who can go in the shed? (the small
animals) Who cannot go in the shed? (the cow, the big
animals) How are the animals the same? (They are all running,
climbing, or swimming in from the rain.) How are they
different?(Some are small. Some are big.)

BE THE EXPERT
Reading Strategy
Identify Cause and Effect To recognize cause
and effect in stories, readers need to ask What
happened? The answer is the effect. Then they
need to ask Why did that happen? The answer is
the cause.
Help students recognize causes and effects by
providing organizers that make the relationships
clear. In this story, for example, one cause—
rain—has an important effect: it makes the
animals enter the shed. Another cause-and-effect
event involves the number of animals and the
shed: because too many animals entered it, the
shed broke apart.
Having students organize causes and effects into
different columns as they read helps them see the
important events of a story and understand why
those events happen.

Text Background
Too Many Animals is a folktale from Ukraine, a
country in Eastern Europe. Folktales are stories
that one generation passes down to the next
generation. Many folktales offer a lesson about
how people should act or behave. Like other
folktales, Too Many Animals happens in a realworld setting but includes unrealistic events.

